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Model Vision tool Pixel size Sensor 
size Resolution Max. frame 

rate Mono/color Data Interface Power 
Supply

Max. power 
consumption

Lens 
mount Focal length Lens cap Light source Working 

temperature Dimension

MV-SC3004M

Count: Pattern count, spot count, edge count 
Defect detection: Exception detection 
Existence: Pattern existence, spot existence, edge existence, circle 
existence, line existence 
Location: Match location, match calibration 
Logic tool: If module, condition judge, logic judge, combination 
judge, string comparison, calculator 
Measurement: L2L angle, diameter measurement, brightness 
analysis, contrast measurement, width measurement, P2L 
measurement, greyscale size, line angle, edge width measurement 
Recognition: OCR, code recognition

6.9 µm 1/2.9" 704 × 540 100 fps Mono Fast Ethernet 24 VDC 48 W@24 VDC M12 6/12.4/14.8 mm Transparent,Polarization/
Infrared filter  is optional. 

White/Red/
Blue/NIR 0~50°C 65.2 mm × 65.2 mm × 47 mm

MV-SC3004C

Count: Pattern count, spot count, edge count 
Defect detection: Exception detection 
Existence: Pattern existence, spot existence, edge existence, circle 
existence, line existence 
Location: Match location, match calibration 
Logic tool: If module, condition judge, logic judge, combination 
judge, string comparison, calculator 
Measurement: Color size, L2L angle, diameter measurement, 
brightness analysis, contrast measurement, width measurement, P2L 
measurement, greyscale size, line angle, edge width measurement 
Recognition: OCR, color contrast, code recognition, color recognition

6.9 µm 1/2.9" 704 × 540 100 fps Color Fast Ethernet 24 VDC 48 W@24 VDC M12 6/12.4/14.8 mm Transparent,Polarization/
Infrared filter  is optional. 

White/Red/
Blue/NIR 0~50°C 65.2 mm × 65.2 mm × 47 mm

Key Features

• Using embedded hardware platform, high-speed image processing can be carried out.  
• Implant high-precision positioning and measurement algorithms, which can detect presence, front and back, 

position, size, etc.  
• Rich IO interface, can access multiple input and output signals.  
• Abundant status indicators, real-time grasp of equipment status, convenient for debugging and maintenance.
• The light source lamp cup is ingeniously designed to ensure uniform brightness in the lighting area.  
• Support mechanical focusing, easy on-site debugging.  
• Support multiple communication modes, such as serial port, TCP, UDP, FTP, EtherNet/IP, Modbus, Profinet, etc. 
• CE, FCC, KC certification.  

Specifications

SC3000 Series Vision Sensor
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Dimension

Unit:mm

Model Vision tool Pixel size Sensor 
size Resolution Max. frame 

rate Mono/color Data Interface Power 
Supply

Max. power 
consumption

Lens 
mount Focal length Lens cap Light source Working 

temperature Dimension

MV-SC3016M

Count: Pattern count, spot count, edge count 
Defect detection: Exception detection 
Existence: Pattern existence, spot existence, edge existence, circle 
existence, line existence 
Location: Match location, match calibration 
Logic tool: If module, condition judge, logic judge, combination judge, 
string comparison, calculator 
Measurement: L2L angle, diameter measurement, brightness 
analysis, contrast measurement, width measurement, P2L 
measurement, greyscale size, line angle, edge width measurement 
Recognition: OCR, code recognition

3.45 µm 1/2.9" 1408 × 1024 60 fps Mono Fast Ethernet 24 VDC 48 W@24 VDC M12 6/12.4/14.8 mm Transparent,Polarization/
Infrared filter  is optional. 

White/Red/
Blue/NIR 0~50°C 65.2 mm × 65.2 mm × 47 mm

MV-SC3016C

Count: Pattern count, spot count, edge count 
Defect detection: Exception detection 
Existence: Pattern existence, spot existence, edge existence, circle 
existence, line existence 
Location: Match location, match calibration 
Logic tool: If module, condition judge, logic judge, combination judge, 
string comparison, calculator 
Measurement: Color size, L2L angle, diameter measurement, 
brightness analysis, contrast measurement, width measurement, P2L 
measurement, greyscale size, line angle, edge width measurement 
Recognition: OCR, color contrast, code recognition,  color recognition

3.45 µm 1/2.9" 1408 × 1024 60 fps Color Fast Ethernet 24 VDC 48 W@24 VDC M12 6/12.4/14.8 mm Transparent,Polarization/
Infrared filter  is optional. 

White/Red/
Blue/NIR 0~50°C 65.2 mm × 65.2 mm × 47 mm

MV-SC3050M

Count: Pattern count, spot count, edge count 
Defect detection: Exception detection 
Existence: Pattern existence, spot existence, edge existence, circle 
existence, line existence 
Location: Match location, match calibration 
Logic tool: If module, condition judge, logic judge, combination judge, 
string comparison, calculator 
Measurement: L2L angle, diameter measurement, brightness 
analysis, contrast measurement, width measurement, P2L 
measurement, greyscale size, line angle, edge width measurement 
Recognition: OCR, code recognition

3.2 µm 1/1.7" 2368 × 1670 30 fps Mono Fast Ethernet 24 VDC 48 W@24 VDC M12 6/12.4/14.8 mm Transparent,Polarization/
Infrared filter  is optional. 

White/Red/
Blue/NIR 0~50°C 65.2 mm × 65.2 mm × 47 mm
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